50% off Selected* App Modernization Course Titles
Valid through 28 January 2022
[SEA and Korea only]

Limited Time only!
50% off Selected App Modernization Courses

Unveil the future of Application Modernization with VMware Learning!

Use the Referral Code **Q350SEAK** to receive 50% off when registering for any of the below course titles and attend before 28 Jan 2022.

50% off Selected App Modernization Course Promo

- Use promotion code “**Q350SEAK**” during checkout/payment page to Receive 50% off eligible course titles*
- Eligible only for Class Schedules offered in SEA and Korea
- Offer expires 28 Jan 2022

### Eligible Course Titles*

**Tanzu**
- VMware Tanzu Mission Control: Management and Operations 2020
- VMware Tanzu Kubernetes Grid: Install, Configure, Manage [V1.0]
- VMware Spring: Core Training
- VMware vSphere with Tanzu: Deploy and Manage [V7]

**Kubernetes**
- VMware Kubernetes Cluster Operations
- VMware Kubernetes Foundations

Contact apj.learning@vmware.com to find out more!

---

*Terms and conditions apply.*
Terms and Conditions

1. Promotion Period:
The Promotion shall begin on 02.08.2021 and shall end on 28.01.2022 (“Promotion Period” dd/mm/yyyy).

2. Promotion Description:
Students who apply the referral code and successfully register will receive 50% off any of the eligible App and Cloud Modernization courses during the Promotion Period (02 Aug to 28 Jan 2022)

Tanzu
VMware Tanzu Mission Control: Management and Operations 2020
VMware Tanzu Kubernetes Grid: Install, Configure, Manage [V1.0]
VMware Spring: Core Training
VMware vSphere with Tanzu: Deploy and Manage [V7]

Kubernetes
VMware Kubernetes Cluster Operations
VMware Kubernetes Foundations

3. Promotion Eligibility:
   - A student becomes eligible once applying the below promo code upon payment page for eligible course attended within the promotion period.
     - Use promotion code “Q350SEAK”
     - This promotion is only applicable for Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Myanmar, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Maldives, Vietnam and Korea.
   - Promotion is available directly with VMware and through VMware Education Reseller Partners (VERPs)
   - Promotion is only available for VMware customers paying with Cash, Purchase Order or credit card to enroll in qualifying courses.

4. Course Eligibility:
   - Classes must be virtual instructor led (VILT) and on public schedules with applicable countries classes, reach out to a Learning Sales Executive to find latest schedules eligible.
   - The eligible class must be attended within the promotion period.

5. This promotion cannot be combined with any other promotional offers, including but not limited to Level Up funding. However, PSO credits can be used to purchase an eligible course.

6. Any delay or omission by VMware in enforcing its rights under, or the fulfillment of any requirement contained in these Terms & Conditions shall not be interpreted as a waiver of such right or requirement.

7. VMware reserves the right to change the terms of or cancel this Promotion at any time.

8. VMware is not responsible for: (1) any incorrect or inaccurate information, whether caused by printing errors or by any of the equipment or programming associated with or utilized in the Promotion; (2) technical failures of any kind, including, but not limited to malfunctions, interruptions, or disconnections in phone lines or network hardware or software; (3) unauthorized human intervention in any part of the promotion; (4) technical or human error which may occur in the administration of the promotion; or (5) any injury or damage to persons or property which may be